
 

 

Questions – Open Your Eyes 

Developed by a team of specialists for Stowarzyszenia „Karuzela” 

Part II I - supplementary questions 

Behaviour: 

1. In which case child need attendance? It is able to stay without parent for 

short time?  

2. Is child accepting both parents? If no, do you except any reasons of it? 

Does child spend more time with only one parent? 

3. Does child feel distance to unknown person? If no, what is his behaviour? 

Do you check his eyes (eye exam)? 

In which situation child doesn't have eye contact? Maybe he or she has eye 

contact only if wants something? 

4. In which way recognize/examine new surroundings? (concrete situations) 

5. In which way child share attention field with parent? Does it pay attention 

for attractive things/situations which parent show? 

6. Which pattern in action have you noticed? Schedule, play, ect.? 

7. Specify time of the day when child activity is the highest? Do you observe 

over-active behaviour before go to sleep or after wake up? 

8.  What is child's favourite position to sit during play? Maybe child changes 

position during play? What kind of positions it prefers? 

Does child's diet is low in sugar? 

Did child have test for the presence of parasites? 

9. Was the baby crawling? In which period of time? 

Was the baby attending on rehabilitation?  

Was the baby having hip joints test? 

10. How long do you observe that your child is walking on toes? Do you consult 

it with physical therapist? Do you observe that you child is walking on toes all day? 

(no matter it has got shoes or only socks)  

11. In what kind of situation do you observe excessive crying? 

Does child have food intolerance? 

In which time of day? 

Does this behaviour is kind of enforces? 



 

 

12. To what extent child does not react on easy commends? Lack of reaction 

on commands: Always/sometimes? 

Did child have screening hearing test? 

Did child have upper respiratory infection? 

13. In what kind of situation aggression and autoaggression appear? 

14. How way child pleased you to give him something? Does child show you it 

all hand or only stare of it? 

15. Does child can imitate easy activities? 

16. Did child have control hear test/ upper respiratory infection/injuries? Does 

child pay attention on sounds from surrounding? 

17. In which way child communicate with surrounding?  

18. The same questions as in point 16 and 17 

19. In which way child takes things? Does it manipulate toys or things everyday 

use? 

20. Does child take thing from hand to hand? Child tries to put things to proper 

shape hole/sorter? 

21. Does child have problems with taking things on hands? Does it observe 

moving things? 

22. How way child spends free time? If child use multimedia things like mobile-

phone or tablet? 

23.  In which way child plays/how goes impulsive play? If it is tendency to play 

in only one play, how it plays on it? 

24. In which way child plays/how goes impulsive play? If it is tendency to play in 

only one play, how it plays on it?  

25. In which way child plays/how goes impulsive play? If it is tendency to play in 

only one play, how it plays on it? 

26. Does child share toys with adult and can play with changing roles?  If no, 

does it play alone? Does child accept attendance of others during his play? 

27.  Does child share toys with adult and can play with changing roles?  If no, 

does it play alone? Does child accept attendance of others during his play?  

28.  In which way child communicates needs, for example drink or take toy? 



 

 

29. In which way child shows emotions during play: satisfaction, anger – 

adequately to the activities? 

30. If child needs to have thing on hand – in what kind of situation: during all 

day, in stressful situation, in new situation, before sleeping? Is child having 

excessive attachment to something? Can child break up with this object during the 

meal/attractive play? 

31. Do you observe high or growing state of active: in the morning/in the 

afternon/in the evening? When is the highest? Does child eat too much sweets? 

Does child use notebook, tablet? 

32. What is child behaviour in public places? Is it shy/need to be close with 

parent/ crying/worrying?? 

33. In which way child plays? How long it pays attention on one active? If it 

bored too quick, what is in case when we change play, is it the same situation? 

How long child does only one active (is it listening short fairy tail)?  

34. What does child calm down? How long child needs to calm down? Does 

child can calm down with its parent? 

35. Is child emotionally sensitive? What are examples of this kind of 

behaviours? How often you observe behaviour inadequate to the situation? Do 

abovementioned situations can be only form of play?  

36. Is child emotionally sensitive? What are examples of this kind of 

behaviours? How often you observe behaviour inadequate to the situation? Do 

abovementioned situations can be only form of play? 

37. In which way child goes to sleep?  

How often child awakes during the night/has problems falling asleep?  

What calms it down?  

38. Did child have hormone treatments (thyroid) and others? Maybe in case of 

excessive sweating or another health problems? 


